
Are you seeking to upgrade?
The SUSS-STU sponsorship is bond-free and is open to new and current SUSS
students pursuing part-time undergraduate programmes, Bachelor of Laws, or
graduate programmes (Master’s, PhD and Doctoral programmes only). The
Sponsorship covers course fees for the entire programme of study, up to the
values indicated below:

The application period is from 1 Aug 2021 to 30 Sep 2021. Click on the following
links to find out more about:
• Part-time Undergraduate Programmes:

http://www.suss.edu.sg/UG_sponsorships
• Graduate Programmes: 

http://www.suss.edu.sg/G_sponsorships

Upcoming Events

Instruction Manuals (IM)-series Webinar: IM2L Conduct and Discipline 

Singapore Teachers' Union (c) 2021 

Description: This webinar aims to convey the following information:
• The expectations of a public service officer as mapped out in the Instruction

Manuals (IM) Section 2L on Conduct and Discipline;
• The reasons leading to action taken by the MOE Employee Discipline Investigation

Unit;
• Case studies that would illustrate the investigation proceedings, the consequences

of a discipline investigation on officers’ career; and
• Support provided by STU during a discipline investigation.

Webinar 
Dates:

Choose from either
• 9 Sep 2021 (Thur), 2.30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
or
• 10 Sep 2021 (Fri), 10.30 a.m. to 12 noon.

To register: Click here.

This event is for STU members only. 
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SUSS-STU Sponsorship

The STU is here for you in your time of need. Is the pandemic wearing you
out? Are you affected by the recent tragedies? Do you have anyone
reliable to speak to? Contact us at 6299 3936 or at stu@stu.org.sg. We
provide confidential counselling services at no cost to our members.
Thank you for maintaining the highest levels of service to Singapore. Let
us support you so that you can take better care of yourself, and your
students.

Teacher Well-being

Application Period:
• 26 Jul 2021 to      

5 Aug 2021 

HR Processing 
Applications: 
• Mid Aug 2021 to 

End Oct 2021

Results Release Date: 
• 5 Nov 2021 

Should you be
unsuccessful in
Closed Posting, click
here to appeal via
the STU.

Closed Posting 

Exercise 

http://www.suss.edu.sg/UG_sponsorships
http://www.suss.edu.sg/G_sponsorships
https://stu.org.sg/index.php/instruction-manuals-im-series-webinar-im2l-conduct-and-discipline/
mailto:stu@stu.org.sg
https://stu.org.sg/index.php/stu-appeal/


What is the design of the survey?

• The survey was designed to illustrate the
thinking of four profiles of teachers:

Profile 1:
I am involved in the upcoming school 
mergers and I was involved in past school 
mergers.

Profile 2:
I am involved in the upcoming school 
mergers and I was not involved in past 
school mergers.

Profile 3:
I am not involved in the upcoming school 
mergers and I was involved in past school 
mergers.

Profile 4:
I am not involved in the upcoming school 
mergers and I was not involved in past 
school mergers.

Who took part in this survey?

• A total of 539 respondents took part in the
survey from 12 Apr 2021 to 19 Apr 2021.

Why conduct this survey?

• School mergers present disruptions to
teachers.

• The aim of the survey was twofold: to elicit
the worst fears of teachers, and to surface
useful learning points to help teachers
overcome these fears.
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STU Survey on The Impact of School Mergers

Officers who were involved in past school 

mergers shared the following views: 

The majority of respondents 
understood the rationale for mergers.

Many respondents cited the following benefits 
relating to mergers:
• Economies of Scale
• Improvements to Teaching and Learning 
• Diverse Student Population 

‘Widened and increased learning resources 
for more enriching learning experiences, 

contributing/building new school culture as 
“pioneers”.’

But fewer agreed that 
mergers were necessary.

Some respondents cited the following concerns
relating to mergers:
• Loss of Identity 
• Alumni 
• Well-being of Students 
• Low Progress Learners 

‘Mental wellbeing not addressed due to 
changes in location (increase in travelling 

time), unfamiliar school grounds, sense of 
belonging, less space.’



What can we learn from Profile 2?  
I am involved in the upcoming school mergers and 

I was not involved in past school mergers.

What can we learn from Profile 1?  
I am involved in the upcoming school mergers and 

I was involved in past school mergers.
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STU Survey on The Impact of School Mergers

My experience was 
affected by ….

I appreciated access to 
these information.

My advice to teachers 
involved in mergers for 

the first time… 

Neutral 
School Leaders 

Our Collective 
Mindset.

Early collaborative 
opportunities between 

schools.

Career 
opportunities

HR Policy Selection Criteria for 
Merged School Staff

Be Receptive 
to feedback

Exercise Agency
Reframe Thinking

‘Be very proactive to find your next school. 
It is not the end if you are asked to transfer out.’

‘Both schools involved in the merger got teachers together to plan the curriculum. KPs got together to 
plan school events and programmes. Everything was as per normal; meaning, teachers continued teaching 

and packed when they were free. My ex-Principal was good at merging both the schools.’

‘The school leaders 
engaged every staff 
member to find out 
their preferences. If 

there were 
overlapping middle 

manager 
appointments, they 
were encouraged to 

switch to lateral 
portfolios.’

‘Give priority to those in merged 
school and early access and 

application in HRMS.’

I need information to 
make decisions….

I am at a loss.

My worst fears
are... Career 

Impact

Disruptions 
to Career 

Disruptions to 
Personal Life

Professional Loss

Being Squeezed Out

Clash of Cultures 

Selection Criteria for 
Merged School Staff

To manage my 
fears, I can... 

Tap on the 
Fraternity 

Reframe 
My Mindset

Source 
for Clarity

‘Reach out to my network of 
fellow teachers and see if there 
are opportunities. Also speak to 
those who’ve been involved in 
mergers and see what to do.’

‘I want to view the 
situation as a new school 

approach and not based on 
prioritising ex-school 

approaches.’

‘Able to work in same cluster (near 
home with ailing parents and young 
children) or going to work far away?’ 

‘The existing school culture 
[I helped to build] will disappear.’



What can we learn from Profile 3?  
I am not involved in the upcoming school mergers and 

I was involved in past school mergers.
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My experience was 
affected by ….

School
Leadership 

Middle 
Management

My advice to teachers 
involved in mergers 
for the first time… 

Be Accommodating

Reframe Thinking

Some good practices 
by my School Leaders 

were…

Neutral School
Leaders

My 
Readiness

Early collaborative 
opportunities between 

schools.

Time and 
Empathy

Career 
Opportunities 

Make Critical Decisions Early

‘Helping us cut our work down that 
year to focus on the merger.’

‘See the bigger picture. 
There are lots of 

advantages to mergers. 
Look forward to doing 

things better for the 
pupils.’

‘I had to manage 
emotions especially 

since the school merger 
meant occupying  
another school’s 

premise.’

‘The school leaders spoke to each teacher individually 
to hear our opinion and preference... A lot of time 

was spent on crafting the new school identity.’ 
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What can we learn from Profile 4?  
I am not involved in the upcoming school mergers and 

I was not involved in past school mergers.

I need support 
to make decisions.

Give Officers
Early Notice Multiple 

Engagement 
Touchpoints

My worst 
fears are….

Uncertainties

Starting 
from Scratch

Quality Career 
Counselling 

I need support 
to adapt.

Create 
Equal Stake Time to 

Acclimatise 

Disruptions 
to 

Career

‘Bloating of middle 
management level.’ 

‘Career planning in the face 
of merger, especially for 

those whose roles stand to 
be redefined.’

‘Give them time to adjust, focus on core business 
(teaching and learning) rather than loading the teachers 

with other non teaching related demands.’

‘How would work 
be deployed 

between the two 
sets of teachers?’

‘More dialogue sessions with 
teachers who went through 

the mergers.’

Going forward, 

what can I do to be more ready for mergers?
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Promotions and Deals

Being an STU member couldn’t be better with these deals and discounts! To celebrate 60 years of 
being by your side, NTUC has put together this list of sweet promotions Just for You; including: 

NTUC Health Denticare
Members' rate for basic dental services
Valid till 31 Dec 2021

Shopee
Up to $15 off with min. spend
Valid from 1 May to 31 Dec 2021

Senoko Energy
Enjoy a one-time bill rebate of $60 with any 
2-year service plans
Valid till 31 Mar 2022

ezbuy
Up to $6 off with min spend
Valid from 1 May to 31 Dec 2021

MoneyOwl
0% advisory fee on Wiseincome Fund 
and more
Valid till 31 Dec 2021

NTUC LearningHub
Exclusive LHUB GO 60-course package 
(grow60) @ $6 (RP: $26)
Valid from 1 May to 31 Dec 2021

https://ntuc60.ntuc.org.sg/just-for-u/

